Abstract

This paper proposes “path mapping”, a method of delay estimation for technology independent combinational circuits. Path mapping provides fast and accurate delay estimation using the common ideas with the tree covering based technology mapping. First, path mapping does technology mapping for all paths in the circuit with minimum delay. Then, it finds the most critical path among all the paths in the circuit. Finally, it answers its path delay as the circuit delay.

Experimental results show path mapping estimates more accurate circuit delay than unit delay, and runs much faster than the technology mapper.

1 Introduction

In a general LSI design flow, a circuit is first optimized at technology independent level, then, is mapped into the technology library cells, and finally optimized at technology dependent level. At all design phases, “delay” plays an important role in measuring goodness of the circuit.

Especially, technology independent synthesis needs both fast and accurate delay estimation. Technology independent synthesis iterates hundreds times of trials that modifies the circuit and estimates its delay. Thus delay calculation time should be small to reduce synthesis time. In addition, the actual circuit delay cannot be calculated unless all nodes in the circuit is made from technology library cells. There are two previously proposed delay estimations for a technology independent circuit: unit delay and technology mapping.

Almost all synthesis tools use unit delay [1] to estimate delay of a technology independent circuit. It first decomposes the circuit into inverter (INV) and 2-input nand (NAND2) nodes. Then it finds the maximum number of NAND2’s on a single path from a primary input to a primary output, and recognizes that number as the circuit delay.

Extension of this unit delay for complex logic function nodes has been proposed by [2]. It does not actually decompose the circuit into INV and NAND2 nodes, but it calculates delay of a complex node with a similar way of unit delay. Thus, this method has no essential differences from unit delay.

Run time of unit delay is very small. Accuracy of unit delay, however, is low because unit delay does not consider technology mapping. For example in Fig. 1, nodes on path $A \rightarrow X$ can be mapped to a NAND4 cell. In this case both $A$ and $C$ will be an input of a NAND4 cell, and path delays of $A \rightarrow X$ and $C \rightarrow X$ are almost the same. However, unit delay says path $A \rightarrow X$ is 1.5 times larger than path $C \rightarrow X$.

Another delay estimation of technology mapping answers the exact circuit delay with the actual delay model of the technology library. The most efficient technology mapper is based on tree covering algorithm [3], which runs in linear time to the number of nodes in the circuit. However it is very slow for technology independent synthesis to use it iteratively.

We propose a new delay estimation method of “path mapping”. It provides accurate delay estimation using the common ideas with the tree covering based technology mapping. Also it runs fast, so that it is suitable for technology independent synthesis.

This paper is organized as follows: definitions of path mapping and delay calculation are presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents an efficient algorithm for delay calculation, and is followed by some heuristics for more accurate delay estimation in Section 4. Then we discuss experimental results in Section 5 and conclusion in Section 6.
2 Path Mapping

Path mapping estimates the circuit delay by the following equation:

\[
\max_{\forall p \in \text{Paths}} \min_{\forall m \in \text{Mappings}} \{\text{Delay of } p \text{ mapped by } m\} \quad (1)
\]

The “min” operator of this equation means that path mapping finds the fastest technology mapping for each path in the circuit. And the “max” operator means that path mapping finds the most critical path among all paths in the circuit. Details of Eq. 1 are represented in the following subsections.

2.1 Mapping on a Subject Path

Technology mapping within the “min” operator of Eq. 1 proceeds as follows:

Step 1 First, extract one path from a primary input to a primary output (Fig. 2(1), (2)). We call this extracted path a “subject path”. Remove all nodes and nets not on the subject path. Record the number of fanouts and number of inputs at each node on the subject path (They are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 2(2)).

Step 2 Map nodes on the subject path with library cells. In this mapping some extra INV and/or NAND2 nodes can be added to the side inputs of the path, so that original nodes on the path and added nodes will match with some library cell. In Fig. 2(3) an AOI21 (AND-OR-INV21) is mapped to nodes a, b, c, and an extra NAND2 node h. Also AO21 (AND-OR21) is mapped to nodes d, e, and an extra INV node i.

This mapping prohibits to map a single library cell across a fanout point: i.e., two nodes just before and after a fanout point cannot be mapped to the same one cell.

That’s because tree covering based technology mapping never maps a single library cell across a fanout point.

Note that resultant mapping of Step 2 ignores two kinds of nodes:

- Unused nodes within mapped library cells, which does not map to the subject path.
- Nodes not on the subject path in the circuit.

Even though ignoring such those nodes, the resultant mapping by Step 2 is feasible, if the technology library satisfies certain requirements. The requirements are as shown here.

Definition 1 “Technology Library Requirements for Feasible Path Mapping” The technology library satisfies the following all conditions:

1. It contains cells of constant 0, constant 1, INV, and NAND2.
2. The technology mapping uses only combinational and single-output library cells.
3. The technology mapping only uses INV-NAND2 tree decompositions of library cells.

Requirement 1 and 2 are already satisfied by almost all CMOS libraries and tree covering based technology mappers. Requirement 3 means path mapping cannot handle EOR and ENOR cells, whose INV-NAND2 decomposed graphs are not a tree, but a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph).

All nets of an INV-NAND2 tree decomposition are controllable: i.e., by setting adequate values to some inputs all nets can be set to both 0 and 1. Thus values of any nodes
within a library cell that are not used by Step 2, can be arbitrarily set to either a constant value (0/1), or the same (or inverted) value of a some inputs of the cell.

We have proved that if the technology library satisfies requirements of Def. 1, resultant mapping of Step 2 can be replaced with its original path in the circuit by adding INV nodes and/or assigning constant values to unused inputs of mapped library cells. Fig. 2(4) shows adding an INV node \( j \) and pulling up one input of the AOI21 cell make the circuit logically equivalent to the circuit of Fig. 2(1).

### 2.2 Circuit Delay

There are many combinations of library cells to map the subject path. In order to calculate Eq. 1, we try all possible path mappings and calculate its path delay. Path delay is calculated considering number of fanouts, delay parameters of mapped library cells, and other technology-specific delay parameters. The minimum path delay among all possible path mappings is recorded as the delay of the subject path.

The path of the maximum delay is chosen as the most critical path in the circuit, and its delay will be the estimated circuit delay. This estimated circuit delay is guaranteed to be a lower bound of the actual circuit delay after technology mapping. This is because path mapping calculates the fastest technology mapping for each path. Thus circuit delay obtained by technology mapping is always larger than circuit delay obtained by path mapping.

### 3 Efficient Algorithm

Properties of Eq. 1 and path mapping gives us an efficient algorithm to obtain the circuit delay. We can calculate circuit delay in linear time to the number of nodes.

#### 3.1 Path Pattern Table

In the mapping process described in Section 2, a library cell can be mapped to the subject path, if one of paths in the library cell can be mapped to the subject path. Using a “path pattern table” we can speed up this mapping process.

A “path pattern” is defined as a string of digit 1 and 2, which represents an order of INV and NAND2 nodes on a path. A digit 1 corresponds to an INV node, and 2 to a NAND2 node. For example in Fig. 1, path \( A \rightarrow X \) has a path pattern of “21212”, path \( C \rightarrow X \) and \( D \rightarrow X \) have path patterns of “212” and “22”, respectively.

A “path pattern table” is defined as a collection of a pair of a path pattern and its corresponding cell delay. All entries of path patterns must exist in some technology library cell. A path pattern table can be made by generating all INV-NAND2 tree decompositions of all library cells, and calculating path delays of all paths in those INV-NAND2 tree decompositions. Since Eq. 1 only needs the fastest mapping, it is enough for each path pattern in the path pattern table to have only the minimum cell delay.

Technology mapping generates a buffer or/and INV node tree at fanout points with a large number of fanouts in order to distribute fanouting load and speed up the fanout points. At fanout points path mapping considers both buffering and non-buffering cases, and takes the smaller delay.

Table 1 shows statistics of two CMOS libraries: lib2 (a SIS genlib library [5]) and CG51 (a Fujitsu’s 0.5 \( \mu \) CMOS standard cell library [7]). In the table, “Number” means number of path patterns contained by single-output combinational library cells, excluding EOR and ENOR cells. “Maximum Length” means the maximum number of nodes contained by one path pattern. Lib2 has only 23 path patterns. Although CG51 is a real library and has 240 combinational single-output cells, it has only 63 path patterns. Those small numbers of path patterns helps us to save memory and run time. The length of the maximum path pattern is 7 for lib2, and 15 for CG51. Since time spent by matching process depends on length of path patterns, path mapping is expected to run in short time.

In addition, we need to make a path pattern table only once for each technology library because the path pattern table does not depend on subject circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Maximum Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lib2 (SIS)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG51 (Fujitsu)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Path patterns in CMOS libraries

CG51 is a real library and has 240 combinational single-output cells, it has only 63 path patterns. Those small numbers of path patterns helps us to save memory and run time. The length of the maximum path pattern is 7 for lib2, and 15 for CG51. Since time spent by matching process depends on length of path patterns, path mapping is expected to run in short time.

In addition, we need to make a path pattern table only once for each technology library because the path pattern table does not depend on subject circuits.

#### 3.2 Dynamic Programming based Arrival Time Calculation

Path mapping can use a dynamic programming paradigm similar to the tree covering based technology mapping[3]. It can avoid to enumerate all paths in the subject circuit, where the number of paths is exponential to the number of nodes at worst.

First, we set initial arrival times at primary inputs of the subject circuit. Then we process internal nodes one by one in a topological order from primary inputs toward primary outputs, and calculate an arrival time of the node. After all nodes are processed, the maximum arrival time among primary outputs is selected as the circuit delay.

Fig. 3 shows an example of arrival time calculation of node \( \text{root} \). Since we calculate arrival times of nodes in topological order, we have already processed all nodes in the transitive fanin cone of \( \text{root} \).

In order to calculate the arrival time at \( \text{root} \) we trace all paths ended at \( \text{root} \) by visiting nodes in the fanin cone in a depth-first order. We introduce two variables, \( \text{arrvTime} \) and \( \text{minPath} \). \( \text{arrvTime} \) is initialized with \(-\infty\), and answers the arrival time at \( \text{root} \) after we have visited all nodes in the
fanin cone. $minPath$ is initialized with $+\infty$, and holds the minimum arrival time of all intermediate nodes on the path from the currently visiting node to $root$.

Suppose we currently visit node $x$ in the fanin cone. We try to map the path $x \rightarrow root$ with a single library cell. We can easily check this trial by searching the path pattern table. If an entry of the path pattern of path $x \rightarrow root$ is found, we know the path can be mapped and its minimum cell delay from the path pattern table. The arrival time of $root$ with this mapping is calculated by the following equation:

$$(\text{Arrival time at } x) + (\text{Delay of path pattern } x \rightarrow root)$$

We substitute $minPath$ with the value of Eq. 2, if it is less than $minPath$. This means we find the fastest mapping ever examined on the path $x \rightarrow root$.

We call a node in the fanin cone a “leave node”, if the node is either a fanout point or at a distance of the length of the maximum path pattern apart from $root$. We don’t need to visit any nodes beyond a leave node because no cells can be mapped across the leave node.

When we reach to a leave node, we substitute $arrvTime$ with $minPath$, if $minPath$ is larger than $arrvTime$. Note that this arrival time calculation leads us to further reduction of searching space, i.e., when the arrival time of a currently visiting node is less than $arrvTime$, we don’t need to visit any nodes beyond the currently visiting node.

According to discussion above, run time calculating an arrival time of $root$ is bound by a constant value. And an arrival time of each node needs to be calculated only once. Thus time complexity of path mapping is linear to the number of nodes in the subject circuit. Tree covering based technology mapping [3] does. Adding a pair of inverters to every net, it considers both positive and negative phases of library cell mappings.

Since path mapping considers the fastest technology mapping for a subject path, it ignores delay from side inputs of the subject path, and it often answers too small circuit delay. Fig. 4 illustrates two cases of mapping a NAND4 cell. Circuit (1) of the figure has only one critical path. In this case technology mapping may use a cascade INV-NAND2 decomposition of NAND4 in order to cover as many nodes on the critical path as possible. This contributes to speed up the critical path.

On the other hand, Circuit (2) of the figure has all paths equally critical. In this case technology mapping may use a balance INV-NAND2 decomposition of NAND4 in order to speed up all paths equally. If technology mapping uses a cascade decomposition instead, it speeds up only one path, but makes all other paths slow down. As a result the circuit delay obtained by a cascade decomposition becomes larger than one obtained by a balance decomposition. This is why technology mapping does not use a cascade decomposition to Circuit (2).

Path mapping mentioned in Section 2 maps each path as fast as possible. In other words, path mapping always uses cascade INV-NAND2 decompositions. For the Circuit (2) in Fig. 4 path mapping applies a cascade decomposition, while technology mapping never does so. Moreover, it ignores arrival times from side inputs. This results that path mapping answers smaller circuit delay than actual mapping.

In order to avoid this problem, we use both cascade and balance decompositions for each library cell. And we use either of them according to difference of arrival times at NAND2’s inputs. In Fig. 4, for example, if difference of arrival times at input $A$ and $B$ is large, a cascade decomposition...
Note that this heuristic does not any more guarantee that path mapping gives a lower bound of the actual circuit delay.

5 Experiments

We have applied path mapping with heuristics discussed in Section 4 to 27 combinational MCNC benchmark circuits [6]. These circuits are optimized with script.rugged by SIS[5] twice. In addition, we get another 27 circuits by applying timing optimization script[1] of “speed_up -i; speedup_alg 2c_kernel divisor; speed_up -T -m unit - d 3”. Note that this timing optimization uses unit delay model, not path mapping.

We measure circuit delays of those 54 circuits by technology mapping, path mapping, and unit delay. We use lib2 and CG51 for technology libraries. Technology mapper is SIS by the command of “map -AFG -n 1” for lib2, and our boolean matching based in-house mapper for CG51. We cannot use the SIS mapper for CG51 because CG51 employs a complicated delay model the SIS mapper cannot handle.

We don’t distinguish rise and fall signal transitions because it does not significantly improve accuracy of delay estimation, but doubles run time. In the path pattern table, we record the average delay of all signal transitions.

Table 2 shows results of lib2 and CG51. The second column shows circuit names, where the suffix of “.opt” means the circuit is optimized by the timing script. The third column shows delays obtained after technology mapping. The fourth and fifth columns represent estimated delays by path mapping and unit delay, respectively. The last two columns mean CPU times of technology mapping and path mapping on a SUN 4/20 Workstation (60 MHz). Numbers in the parentheses are ratios of those CPU times.

Path mapping runs more than 150 times faster than technology mapping for almost all circuits. This means path mapping is enough fast to be used iteratively in technology independent synthesis. Path mapping says C1908 is 10 % faster than C880 with CG51. However, technology mapping says those circuits have almost the same delay. We need better heuristics to this problem.

Table 3 compares accuracies of path mapping and unit delay. In the table, we assume a linear relationship between estimated and actual (after technology mapping) delays, as follows:

\[
\text{Actual Delay} = K \times \text{Estimated delay}
\]  

Coefficient $K$ is a constant that depends both on a technology mapper and a technology library. We calculate $K$ with regression analysis for both libraries of lib2 and CG51. Then we calculate average errors and maximum errors of Eq. 3.

According to Table 3 path mapping has $K$ of 1.01 for lib2. This means path mapping predicts almost the same circuit delay as the SIS mapper. For CG51 path mapping has $K$ of 1.54. This 54 % difference is caused by the complicated delay model of CG51 and our in-house technology mapper. With these $K$’s we can predict circuit delay with average error of 5.79% and 10.57% for lib2 and CG51, respectively. Comparing with unit delay in terms of average and maximum errors, path mapping is more accurate both for lib2 and CG51.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes “path mapping” as a both fast and accurate delay estimation for technology independent combinational circuits. According to our experimental results, we conclude path mapping is more accurate than unit delay, and much faster than technology mapping. We consider that technology independent synthesis using path mapping can estimate more accurate circuit delays and get better results with small increase of run time.

In our future work, we will study other heuristics to improve accuracy of path mapping. And we will also incorporate path mapping into technology independent timing synthesis, and evaluate its efficiency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lib</th>
<th>Ckt</th>
<th>Circuit Delay</th>
<th></th>
<th>CPU Time [s]</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tech Map [ns]</td>
<td>Path Map [ns]</td>
<td>Unit [levels]</td>
<td>Tech Map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lib2</td>
<td>C499</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C499.opt</td>
<td>17.97</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C880</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td>31.93</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C880.opt</td>
<td>19.60</td>
<td>19.85</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1355</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1355.opt</td>
<td>17.97</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1908</td>
<td>27.83</td>
<td>29.54</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1908.opt</td>
<td>24.96</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C5315</td>
<td>26.91</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C5315.opt</td>
<td>22.18</td>
<td>21.98</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>210.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C6288</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>95.62</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>166.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C6288.opt</td>
<td>76.74</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>374.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Ratio of CPU times of technology mapping and path mapping

Table 2: Results of lib2 and CG51

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Delay Model</th>
<th>$\kappa$ of Eq.3</th>
<th>Ave. Error (%)</th>
<th>Max. Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lib2</td>
<td>Path Mapping</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>23.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit Delay</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>31.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG51</td>
<td>Path Mapping</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>30.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit Delay</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>40.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of delay estimations
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